ABSTRACT Wireless energy transfer technologies have played an important role in the development of Internet of Things. Most of the previous studies focus on scheduling mobile chargers efficiently for rechargeable sensor nodes. In this paper, we investigate the deployment problem for wireless charging stations (WCSs) in urban areas with respect to the users detouring cost when they move to the candidate WCSs. With pre-known user's trajectories and given number of WCSs, we deploy the WCSs to maximize the number of recharged users with guaranteed probability. We convert our deployment problem into an NP-hard weighted maximum coverage problem, and prove the objective function is a maximum submodular set function. To this end, a simple but efficient greedy algorithm with approximation factor of (1 − 1 e ) is proposed for the threshold detouring mode. In addition, an improved algorithm with an approximation factor of (1 − 1 √ e ) is presented for the linear/nonlinear detouring mode. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our algorithms by comparing them with two typical heuristic algorithms (flow-centric and random-based), and the impacts of different detouring thresholds on our algorithms by synthetic traces. Moreover, real tracedriven evaluations validate that our algorithm improves the coverage quality by 75% when compared to the two aforementioned algorithms.
With the rapid growth of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] [2] [3] , energy conservation studies have attracted more and more attentions from academic and industrial domain [4] , [5] . To address the capacitated energy problem, some energy conservation protocols had been proposed [6] , [7] . However, these methods are insufficient for long-term deployment and maintenance in WSNs. Recently, some studies [8] of harvesting ambient energy have been investigated to empower sensors, such as solar energy, wind energy, electromagnetic radiation. But the ambient energy sources are unpredictable and intermittent, which causes that the harvesting energy is not always available. Particularly, wireless energy transfer technology [9] can provide the steady and controllable energy source. Based on wireless power transfer, there have been many available purchased commercial and promising products in markets, such as sensors [10] and powermat [11] . Although it has attracted increasing attention due to the advantage without requiring the charging cable, whereas no less than an hour of long recharging time is required for a typical sensor node equipped with traditional NiMH battery, which lowers the user-experience especially in largescale WSNs. To address the issue, the ultra fast charging technology has been proposed to promote the feasibility of wireless power transfer, which can achieve 400 Coulombs per second recharging efficiency based on material LiFePO 4 [12] , i.e., a few seconds to fully recharge a typical sensor node. Therefore, wireless power transfer technology is a promising method to extend the lifetime of WSNs.
Most of previous work [13] [14] [15] [16] in wireless rechargeable sensor network focus on scheduling mobile chargers with different optimal objectives, such as maximizing the lifetime of network or minimizing the charging delay. On the other hand, the studies of placement problems for stationary chargers are few relatively. Zhang et al. [17] studied the joint optimization of charger deployment and power allocation to maximize the charging quality. Moreover, Dai et al. investigated the chargers' placement considering electromagnetic radiation safety issue [18] . However, both of the studies focused on finding optimal placement scheme for static rechargeable nodes. The case of mobile nodes hasn't been studied in wireless charger placement. In smart urban city, many studies have been investigated on the placement of charging stations for electric vehicles (EVs). Xiong et al. [19] considered EVs drivers' strategic behaviors caused by traffic condition and queuing time to minimize the charging cost. Hess et al. [20] introduced a mobility model with state changing scheme between regular mobility state and detouring state to minimize the average trip time. However, none of these work capture the interrelationship between charging demand and detouring expectation (a kind of description to the degree of detouring desire to users, which will be formally addressed in Sec. IV-B) caused by detouring distance. Moreover, J. Walker's work [21] explores the threshold effects of detouring distance for human between bus and subway stations on placement of stations. Inspired by this vision, we investigate whether or not the charging demand is affected by detouring distance. As mentioned in [22] , the detouring distance would affect the personal desire, i.e., most of participants would accept the detouring distance within a threshold, while desire changing may occur if the detouring distance exceeds the threshold. It indicates that the detouring expectation is non-increasing with the increased detouring distance. In addition, the tradeoff between detouring cost and recharging demands should be concerned carefully. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 1 , Bob, Alice and Calvin are traveling along the flow AE, DF and CA respectively, which are depicted with solid lines, and a WCS is placed at the intersection B. In that, Calvin doesn't need any additional detouring cost, because the WCS is on the way of his regular flow. On the contrary, both Bob and Alice need detour to the intersection B because the WCS is not listed in their flows. The detouring path for Bob has been shown in the figure with dotted lines. Meanwhile, we notice that the detouring distance of Alice is much longer than Bob's, which means she possibly gives up detouring to the WCS.
In this paper, we consider the placement optimization problem for WCSs, respecting the detouring cost in urban area. In that, the WCSs are usually deployed at the intersections and the users are traveling along the regular trajectories. As for this kind of system, the WCSs' locations are publicly known to users by using smartphone with MCPS [23] . If the WCSs are not deployed on users' regular trajectories, users may detour to WCSs for recharging their phones or smart devices depending on the detouring distance. To this end, we investigate the detouring effects in our model and make comprehensive evaluations on it.
Given users' trajectories and a number of WCSs, we focus on optimizing the WCSs deployment to cover maximum users. With convincible analyses in Sec. V-B, it turns out that our deployment problem is a weighted maximum coverage problem [24] , which has been proved to be NP-hard. By reducing from maximum coverage problem, our maximum coverage quality with threshold mode is 0/1 coverage problem. Therefore, a simple but efficient threshold modedriven algorithm is proposed with guaranteed performance by leveraging the favorable properties of submodular optimization [25] , which has been presented as preliminary study [26] . Moreover, we notice that the decreasing property of linear/ nonlinear detouring modes makes our coverage problem become non-0/1 coverage. Based on an improvement in threshold mode-driven algorithm, we propose the linear/ nonlinear mode-driven algorithm and prove the approximation ratio. As users density and detouring cost of different trajectories are significantly different, the challenge of placing WCSs comes from the tradeoff between users density and the detouring cost. Furthermore, the effects of detouring threshold and different detouring modes make our problem more challenging. Finally, we conduct extensive evaluations to evaluate the performance of our algorithms comparing with two typical heuristic algorithms. One is flow-centric, which places WCSs at the top-k intersections ranked by the number of covered trajectory flows. Another one is randombased scheme which provides a good baseline scheme for evaluation. Moreover, the evaluations based on real-world traces [27] validate that the proposed algorithms improve coverage quality by 75% comparing with two aforementioned algorithms.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
In summary, our contributions could be summarized as follows:
• We consider a placement scheme for roadside wireless chargers with bounded detouring cost. And we present the maximum coverage quality problem with limited WCSs by reducing from weighted maximum coverage problem. To handle this NP-hard problem, we proved the submodularity of our objective function. To this end, an simple but efficient greed algorithm with ratio of (1 − 1 e ) is proposed for threshold detouring mode.
• We notice that the difference caused by decreasing detouring expectation of linear/nonlinear mode would make our problem be more complicated than above coverage problem. Then, we propose an improvement by reconsidering the covered flows in previous greedy stages and prove that the approximate ratio could be up
) to the optimal solution for the decreasing linear/nonlinear detouring mode.
• Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithms by comparing with two typical heuristic algorithms (flow-centric and random-based).
Based on the synthetic traces, we investigate the effects of different parameters on performance of the proposed algorithms. Furthermore, by real-world traces, it shows that our algorithms also outperform the typical heuristic algorithms by 75%, and the improvement gap is significant with the increased detouring thresholds.
C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a survey of wireless charger placement and mobile charger scheduling. Before modelling network and detour models in Sec. IV, we introduce preliminaries in Sec. III. In Sec. V, we formulate our problem. And threshold and linear/nonlinear mode-driven algorithms are proposed. In Sec. VI, we conduct extensive evaluations and show the results with comprehensive analyses. Finally, we conclude our work in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK A. WIRELESS STATIONARY CHARGER PLACEMENT
The stationary wireless charger placement problems [17] , [18] , [28] [29] [30] sought to find placement schemes for stationary chargers to replenish batteries for sensor nodes. These studies were made by proposing different optimization objectives and application scenarios, deploying constraints. In Zhang's work [17] , a charger placement with variable power levels and budgets was concerned carefully. In that, the chargers were deployed by an approximation algorithm with approximation factor of 1−1/e 2L to maximize the number of all utilized charging power of nodes. Dai et al. [28] proposed a placement scheme for energy sources to optimize the cost-effective deployment. In that, only the one dimensionality spatial distribution of nodes was concerned. After that, in a given charger placement, H. Dai et al. proposed another near optimal scheme about how to find the maximum electromagnetic radiation point [29] . Moreover, the issues of electromagnetic radiation safety and capacity constraints on charger placement had been taken into consideration [18] [30].
B. WIRELESS MOBILE CHARGER SCHEDULING
The mobile charger scheduling problems [13] , [14] , [31] [32] [33] had been studied to seek optimal traveling paths or collaborative recharging scheme with different scenarios and optimizing objectives.
Shi et al. [13] proposed an periodic recharging scheme to service all nodes with maximizing the ratio of vacation time in service station over a recharging cycle time. This work was extended to recharging multi-node simultaneously with the same optimal objective [14] . Given a budget (e.g., time or energy), Chen et al. [31] sought to find an optimal traveling path for charger to maximize the number of rechargeable mobile nodes. Zhang and Wu [32] proposed an optimal collaborate recharging scheme for multi-charger scheduling, where the mobile chargers can recharge each other to service a larger area. Xu et al. [33] investigated the different frequencies of recharging demand, and studied how to schedule multi-chargers to service multiple recharging cycles with minimizing the total traveling cost.
These studies on mobile chargers could increase the controllability of charging assignment and provide the solutions for the inflexibility of stationary charger placement. Based on the energy-efficient data-gathering in WSNs [34] , it is worth to investigate the joint optimization of data gathering or transmission and energy recharging in wireless rechargeable sensor network [35] , [36] . Specifically, although advanced algorithms have been proposed to solve aforementioned difficulty [37] , [38] , they could not be applicable to our investigation due to the joint complexity on both placement and detouring.
III. PRELIMINARIES
First of all, we introduce the preliminary definition of submodular set function [39] such that the favorable property in submodular optimization could be leveraged in our optimal deployment problem.
Definition 1 (Submodularity): Given a finite set , a realvalued function f (·), which is a set function f : 2 → R on the set of subsets of , is called submodular if it satisfies
Firstly, the set function f (·) is required to be nondecreasing,
Then, a formal definition of submodularity is that, the function satisfies the diminishing returns rule. That is, arbitrary α ⊆ β ⊆ and u ∈ \ β, it holds that
where (u|α) = f (α ∪ {u}) − f (α). In other words, it is the utility contribution of adding an element u to a subset α for set function f (·) that is at least as large as the utility contribution of adding the same element to the subset β.
In addition, the related work about submodular function could be regarded as set function with convexity had been shown in Lovász's work [40] . 
IV. SYSTEM MODEL A. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
We start with the scenario of an undirected graph G = (V , E). In that, V is a set of vertexes (i.e., street intersections V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }), and E is the set of undirected edges. The length of each edge in E is defined by Euclidean distance. As shown in Fig. 1 , the WCSs are deployed at street intersections, which provide users' mobile devices with energy by wireless power transfer technologies.
There are some traffic flows existing on the streets, which consist of users' trajectories. For simplicity, we assume that all trajectories start from and end at intersections. Let T ij denote the trajectory from intersection i to j, and the length of trajectory T ij is denoted by d ij . Generally, there are multi-paths from intersection i to j. In our work, the traveling path for flow T ij is unique and known in priori, which is the shortest path. And we assume that users from intersection i to j would travel along flow T ij . Let T denote the set of trajectory flows, T = {T ij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}, and W denote the set of number of users in trajectories daily, W = {w ij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}. WCSs' locations can be found by users' mobile phones. When users find the WCSs, users could choose and detour to one, which is depending on the detouring distance. detouring to a WCS if the detouring distance to the WCS is very large. That is to say, it is not cost-effective for users to spend too much detouring cost to recharge. Hence the detouring expectation is non-increasing with respect to the detouring distance. In Huanyang's work [41] , the effects of detouring cost on attractiveness of advertisements have been studied carefully, and three kinds of detouring utility functions are presented to measure the detouring probability. As shown in Fig. 3 , the identical three kinds of detouring utility functions are adopted to describe the detouring expectation corresponding to three kinds of different detouring patterns as follows:
1) THRESHOLD MODE
The detouring expectation maintains unchanged before detouring distance exceeding a given threshold, which is given by
In this mode, the detouring expectation is a certain constant within the threshold. This mode is used to focus on the impacts of detouring thresholds.
2) LINEAR MODE
The detouring expectation linearly decreases with the increased detouring distance before exceeding a given detouring threshold. This mode is presented by taking the changing process of detouring expectation into consideration. It is shown as
The detouring expectation is decreasing linearly within the threshold in this mode. It is used to focus on the impacts of decreasing detouring expectation.
3) NONLINEAR MODE
The detouring expectation nonlinearly decreases with the increased detouring distance before exceeding a given detouring threshold. It is more practical to describe the nonlinear changing process than linear mode. It is defined as
The nonlinear decreasing of detouring expectation is applied in this mode, which is used to focus on describing the decreasing gradient changing by comparing to linear mode.
In these modes, the δ(T ij ) is the parameter to describe the degree of recharging demand (a number between 0 and 1) for the users in trajectory T ij . The linear mode and nonlinear mode show that detouring expectation f (d For simplicity, we assume that a WCS can serve enough users (i.e., a WCS can serve numerous users).
C. COVERAGE QUALITY
In this subsection, we introduce the concept of coverage set for flows, before defining the quality of the intersection in terms of coverage. We regard that a flow 
Therefore, the set of flows covered by the intersection v m is
Definition 2 (Coverage Quality): Given a flow T ij and a WCS v m , the coverage quality of v m on T ij is the weight w ij of T ij covered by v m , which is given by
Then the coverage quality of v m regarding all flows T is the sum of number of users covered by v m in the flows set C v m , i.e.,
Finally, the total coverage quality of a set of intersections V (V ⊆ V ) regarding all flows T is the sum of coverage
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the users and flows could not be covered by two or more intersections in calculating the number of covered users. An example in Fig. 2 Formally, our optimization deployment problem is as follows:
The weighted maximum coverage problem is defined in [24] as follows. A collection of sets S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n } is defined over a domain element X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x p } with associated weights {ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω p }. The task is to find a collection of sets S ⊆ S, such that the total weights of elements covered by S is maximized, and the total number of subsets in S wouldn't exceed a given number k.
Next, we are going to transform our problem into weighted maximum coverage problem without loss of generalization. Given a traffic flows set T , we first consider a single intersection v m that covers a subset of flows
Then a collection of coverage set for all intersections is C = {C v 1 , C v 2 , . . . , C v n }. The coverage quality of each intersection is associated with the weights of flows covered by the intersection, in which a domain of elements (i.e., flow T = {T ij |0 ≤ i, j ≤ n}). The number of users in a flow can be regarded as weight of the flow. The elements set X corresponds to the traffic flows set T , and the set S corresponds to the set C. Accordingly, the corresponding relationship between these two sets is
The selection of a subset corresponds to selecting an intersection to deploy a WCS. It turns out that our deployment VOLUME 6, 2018 problem is a weighted maximum coverage problem. Otherwise, the number of users in flow T ij covered by v m is calculated by f (d v m ij ) · w ij . Then the effects of bounded detouring cost would make our problem more different.
C. SUBMODULARITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we are going to prove that the set function U V (T ) is monotonously nondecreasing submodular, so that we can leverage the profitable property in submodular optimization.
Proof: Firstly, it is simply true that U φ (T ) = 0. We consider V 's two arbitrary subsets S and S , subject to S ⊆ S ⊆ V . The covered traffic flows in subsets S and S are
Therefore, U V (T ) is monotonously nondecreasing.
Secondly, considering an arbitrary intersection u ∈ V \S , let U (u|S) = U S {u} (T ) − U S (T ) and U (u|S ) = U S {u} (T ) − U S (T ). When adding a user u into the subsets S and S , the increased covered traffic flows are
Since we have obtained that
and
C v j in a similar way. Since the traffic flows covered by intersection u may also covered by the intersections in subset S or not. If the flows covered by u are not covered by intersections in subset S , then we can get that ξ = ξ . If some of flows covered by u are also covered by some intersections in subset S , then we can get ξ ⊂ ξ . Therefore, we have ξ ⊆ ξ . Thus the relationship of the increased covered users by adding an intersection u to the subset S and S is U u (C ) ≤ U u (C). Then, we can get
which satisfies with the decreasing return rule [42] , [43] . Therefore U V (T ) is submodular. To conclude, the U V (T ) is monotonously nondecreasing submodular.
D. THRESHOLD MODE-DRIVEN ALGORITHM
With submodular property of objective function [44] , it has shown that the weighted maximum coverage problem has a greedy algorithm that can achieve a ratio of (1 − 1 e ) in [45] . The algorithm uses enumeration technique partially and then leverages greedy selection scheme. In each iterative step, we select the set which can acquire the total weights maximized from the candidate sets. Otherwise, the traditional
Alg-DM 1: Algorithm of Maximum Coverage Quality With Limited WCSs for Threshold Mode
Input: City graph G = (V , E), intersections set V , traffic flows set T and weighted W , a number k. Output: The selected intersections set V , number of users covered. remove C v q from T U ; 10 end maximum coverage problem is 0/1 coverage problem in terms of elements. By reducing from maximum coverage problem, our maximum coverage quality with threshold mode is 0/1 coverage problem in terms of trajectories. Inspired by this obeservation, an approximation algorithm is proposed to solve our WCS deployment problem by using threshold mode.
As shown in Alg-TM. 1, mark all flows as uncovered in line 1, and the goal set V is empty. Each iteration of the procedure is shown from line 3 to 9. From line 3 to 5, we compute the number of covered users from uncovered trajectories by each intersection which is not in V . Then we select the intersection v q which the number of covered users is maximum, and add this intersection v q into the goal set V . After that, from line 8 to 9, mark the flows covered by v q as covered and remove the v q from intersection set V . The k-iteration can be a repetition from line 3 to 9.
As description above, we iteratively deploy a WCS at an intersection, which can cover maximum users from uncovered trajectories. In that, the density of WCSs can be controlled well, since the flows covered are no longer considered in the next iterative step. It is obvious that the Alg-TM. 1 complexity is O(|V | 3 ). The |V | is the number of intersections.
E. LINEAR/NONLINEAR MODE-DRIVEN ALGORITHM
In last subsection, the maximum coverage quality is 0/1 coverage problem by considering threshold mode. For the computation pattern of f (d v m ij ) · w ij , the coverage quality is affected by detouring modes, which would make our problem more different. As the decreasing property of linear/nonlinear mode with the increased detouring distance, it makes the maximum coverage quality problem become a non-0/1 coverage problem. In this subsection, we investigate the maximum coverage quality problem by considering linear/nonlinear mode. First, we evaluate the proposed Alg-TM. 1 driven by threshold mode with an example in Fig. 4a. 
1) EVALUATION SETTING
the graph is made by grid streets and the distances between two neighboring intersections are set to be 1. In that, there are four trajectories χ = {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 }. And the number of users in these trajectories are 45,70,60,70 respectively. Given k = 3 WCSs, we conduct our evaluation in this example with two thresholds {4, 6}. The results is shown in Fig. 4b . Then a significant realization should be noticed is that the lower coverage quality by using linear mode with the greater detouring threshold D. As we know, the detouring expectation decreases with respect to detouring distance in linear/nonlinear mode. Thus, the coverage quality of overlapping regions is affected by different detouring distance.
In summary, the Maximum Coverage Quality Problem is not 0/1 coverage problem by using linear/nonlinear mode.
In the example above, the overlapping region is trajectory f 2 . When D = 6, we could gain more covered users if This improvement shows that the trajectories which had been covered in previous iterations should be taken into consideration in later iterations. The observation is that the selected WCSs in later iterations would probably provide the shorter detouring distance for some trajectories than before, which had been covered in previous iterations. Inspired by this observation, we propose the linear/nonlinear modedriven Alg-DM. 2. In that, each iteration consists of three steps. The first step is similar to Alg-TM. 1, that it finds the one which can cover maximum users from uncovered trajectories. The number of covered in the first step is marked as S. In the seconde step, it searches the one which can cover maximum additional users from covered trajectories in previous iterations from line 6 to line 10 shown in Alg-DM. 2. And the increased amount of users in the second step is denoted by S . Then, compare S with S in the third stage and select the maximum one. Similar to Alg-TM. 1, the deployment density of WCSs would be controlled well, since the greedy iteration is conducted by selecting the one which can provide with shorter detouring distance than before in the second step of Alg-DM. 2. In term of time complexity, it is same with Alg-TM. 1 that is O(|V | 3 ), because the second step and first step are coordinative relation rather than possessive relation. VOLUME 6, 2018
Alg-DM 2: Algorithm of Maximum Coverage Quality With Limited WCSs for Linear/Nonlinear Mode
Input: City graph G = (V , E), intersections set V , traffic flows set T and weighted W , a number k. Output: The selected intersections set V , number of users covered. By the design of improvement, we have the following theorem to describe the approximate ratio of Alg-DM. 2. Proof: Given K WCSs, let denote the optimal deployment, and i denote the deployment acquired by Alg-DM. 2 after i th iteration. Therefore, contains K WCSs and U i includes i WCSs. Then the coverage quality of users of and i can be denoted by U ( ) and U ( i ) respectively. As shown in Fig. 5 , the coverage quality U ( i ) is denoted by blue circle, and U ( ) is denoted by red circle. α is the coverage quality by which are uncovered by i . Similarly, α is the covered quality by i which are uncovered by . Otherwise, there are some flows f which are both covered by and i . The flows f can be divided into three parts, which are f 0 , f , f i .
Firstly, f 0 is the flow that meet the rule of coverage quality U (f 0 ) = U i (f 0 ) = γ . Then f is the flows that meet the rule of coverage quality U (f ) > U i (f ). Lastly, f i is the flows that meet the rule of coverage quality U (f i ) < U i (f i ). Thus, the β, β can be given by
As shown in Fig. 5 , we can get,
Due to α , β 0, then we have,
Next, we focus on the (i + 1) th iteration of Alg-DM. 2. In the step one, the selected intersection is the one that can acquire maximum covered users from uncovered flows. With the greedy property, we can get the gain regressive of
where (K − i) is the residue number of WCSs.
In the second step, it aims at finding the one that can gain maximum additional users from covered flows. Similarly, we have the gain regressive. Then we have
because the (K − i) gained maximum additional users from the covered flows should be no less than the additional users in . Combining the Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, Eq. 6, we have
By conducting factorization in Eq. 7, we can get a recursive formulation as follows:
It is obvious that U (T 0 ) = 0. By setting i = 0 in Eq. 8, we have
It is well-known that lim
By this extremum conclusion, we can get
After that, Eq. 10 can be rewritten as
In summary, the approximate ratio of Alg-DM. 2 could be up to ( 
).
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed threshold mode-driven Alg-TM. 1 and linear/nonlinear mode-driven Alg-DM. 2 based on simulation traces and real-world traces. Moreover, we present the evaluation results and make analysis on it.
A. COMPARISON ALGORITHMS AND METRICS
In our evaluation, two typical heuristic algorithms (namely flow-centric and random-based) are used for comparisons as follows: (i) Flow-centric. It ranks the intersections by the number of covered trajectory flows. And then it places the WCSs at the top-k intersections, which starts from the first one to k th ranked according to the number of covered traffic flows.
(ii) Random-based. It places WCSs at the intersections uniformly.
We focus on the relationship between the number of WCSs and the ratio of covered users when considering different detouring modes, threshold D. The ratio of covered users is given by
Ratio of covered users = Coverage Quality Total number of users

B. EVALUATION BASED ON SIMULATION TRACE 1) SIMULATION SETTING
We construct a roadmap G = (V , E) with |V | = 90 intersections in a 4500m × 3000m square field. In that, we create a generator in Matlab to generate 180 traces randomly. In each trace, we use Matlab to generate [20, 200] users randomly. We consider threshold values [200m,400m,600m,800m,1000m] to evaluate the effects of different coverage ranges of WCS on coverage quality. The parameter δ(T ij ) is set to be 1, because our WCSs are deployed to service for those users who are in need of recharging.
2) SIMULATION RESULTS
Firstly, the primary concern in this evaluation is the performance of Alg-TM. 1 and Alg-DM. 2 by comparing with two typical heuristic algorithms (flow-centric and randombased). To this concern, we set the threshold value D = 600m in linear mode. As shown in Fig. 6 , both the Alg-TM. 1 and Alg-DM. 2 outperform the flow-centric and random-based algorithms. In that, Alg-TM. 1 we proposed outperforms the flow-centric and random-based placement in terms of the ratio of covered users by at most 75% and 48% respectively. Furthermore, the performance improvement achieved by Alg-DM. 2 is significant compared to Alg-TM. 2. That is, Alg-DM. 2 outperforms Alg-TM. 1 by 17% in terms of ratio of covered users. And by the rising tendency of curves, the gap between Alg-DM. 2 and Alg-TM. 1 would be greater.
Another observation in Fig. 6 is that the flow-centric could acquire more users by comparing with random-based in incipient stage. After that, random based comes from behind with the increased number of WCSs. The reason is that flow-centric does not take the coverage overlapping region into consideration, which would result in the dense deployment. While for random-based, the dense deployment could be avoided for its uniform-randomness. Thus, random based would result in the less overlapping region than the flow-centric. Due to the computation definition of coverage quality, the users in overlapping region cannot be counted repeatedly. Therefore, random based would outperform flowcentric with the increased number of WCSs.
Then we evaluate the effects of different threshold values of detouring on coverage quality. In this part, the detouring mode (linear mode) remains unchanged. And the number of WCSs is 6 (k = 6), three threshold values (D = 400m, 600m, 800m) are concerned. Intuitively, the bigger the coverage range of WCS, the larger coverage quality. As shown in Fig. 8 , the ratio of covered users achieved by Alg-DM. 2, flow-centric and random-based placement rises with the increased threshold value of detouring (coverage range) except the Alg-TM. 1, which follows the analysis in Sec. V-E. And that is the reason to propose improvement in Alg-DM. 2.
In Fig. 9 , it shows that how the ratio of covered users acquired by Alg-DM. 2 changes as the joint increased number of WCSs and threshold value of detouring. In that, we can get that the ratio of covered users rises to the peak with increasing both number of WCSs (k) and threshold value of detouring (D). All the rising tendency in the two figures above can be explained in this figure.
C. EVALUATION BASED ON REAL TRACE 1) SIMULATION SETTING
In this subsection, the real trajectory data of bus traces in Seattle [27] would be used to conduct our evaluation. The bus traces consist of bus ID, x-coordinate, y-coordinate and route ID. For simplification, we focus on the traces within Seattle's center in an area of 6km × 6km. Some of real traces have been shown in Fig. 7b . According to the traces and Seattle's center roadmap of Fig. 7a , we set a city graph G = (V , E) to represent the Seattle's center roadmap approximately, which is depicted in Fig. 7c . In our evaluation, the routes are regarded as trajectories of users. For each trajectory, we use Matlab to generate [20, 200] users randomly.
Then, in this experiments, the three kinds of detouring modes are used. The first one is decreasing function i in linear mode. The second one and the third one are decreasing function in linear/nonlinear mode and threshold function in threshold mode. Under the same detour distance d v m ij and the same threshold D, the detour probability of the threshold mode is the largest one, and linear mode is in the middle, nonlinear mode is the smallest one. Considering the scale of roadmap, we evaluation the impact of detouring threshold value by D = 400m, 800m, 1200m. For simplification, δ(T ij ) is set to be 1 for the same reason in the previous evaluation. Moreover, we would investigate the impact of this parameter on coverage quality in future work.
2) SIMULATION RESULTS
Firstly, we focus on the impacts of different detouring modes on coverage quality. As shown in Fig. 10 , we conduct our algorithms by comparisons of linear mode, nonlinear mode and threshold mode with threshold D = 800m. It can be seen that all algorithms could attract more users under the threshold mode. The reason is that the detour probability of threshold mode is the largest one comparing with the other two at the same detouring distance.
Otherwise, in Fig. 10b , the gap of ratio of covered users between Alg-TM. 1 and Alg-DM. 2 is the maximum one. It means that the coverage quality of nonlinear mode is less than linear mode, because the detouring probability of nonlinear mode is lower than linear mode.
In addition, the curves of Alg-DM. 2 and Alg-TM. 1 are coincident in Fig. 10c . In that, we can get that the Alg-DM. 2 would reduce to Alg-TM. 1 when considering the threshold utility function threshold mode. The reason is that our maximum coverage quality problem is a 0/1 coverage problem under the threshold mode, because the detouring probability value of threshold mode is 1 or 0.
Moreover, we explore the effects of different detouring thresholds D on the ratio of covered users with respect to number of WCSs. Before that, we introduce a metric to measure the improvement of algorithms we proposed. Given the selected subset of intersections and its coverage quality, the gap ψ is the difference value between R 1 (ratio of covered users acquired by Alg-TM. 1) and R 2 (ratio of covered users acquired by Alg-DM. 2), which is given by ψ = |R 2 − R 1 |. As shown in Fig. 11 , we evaluate the gap ψ by three detouring threshold values D = 400m, 800m, 1200m. In that, we can see the gap rises with the increased detouring threshold value. This indicates that the improvement acquired by Alg-DM. 2 is significant when increasing coverage range. Lastly but not least, we evaluate the coverage efficiency by selected WCSs.
Based on the ratio of covered users (R) and k WCSs, we introduce a parameter η to describe the average coverage efficiency, which is given by η = R k . As depicted in Fig. 12 , we can see that the average coverage efficiency falls slowly with the increased number of WCSs. This is a proleptic indication which can be got by the diminishing returns rule (submodularity of coverage quality we have proved in Sec. V-C) except the efficiency acquired by Random placement. In that, the efficiency acquired by random-based comes from behind by comparing to flow-centric. The reason is the same one we have discussed in Fig. 6 .
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we consider an optimal deployment problem of deploying limited WCSs to maximize the coverage quality with consideration of bounded detouring cost, which should be respected carefully. We convert the deployment problem into the weighted maximum coverage problem, which has been proved to be NP-hard. And we proved the submodularity of objective utility function. After that, threshold mode-driven approximation Alg-TM. 1 is proposed with ratio of (1 − 1 e ). By observing the impact of linear/nonlinear mode, we proposed the linear/nonlinear mode-driven Alg-DM. 2 by conducting an improvement in Alg-TM. 1. Finally, the real-world traces validate that our algorithm could outperform coverage quality with 75% comparing to flow-centric and random-based. In our future work, we would consider the further effects of parameter δ(T ij ) on detouring expectation, which may provide significant impacts different from detouring distance. In addition, the placement budget and the limited recharging service of WCSs should be taken into consideration. We would investigate whether or not the game issue occurs between limited recharging service and serious recharging demands.
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